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FIG. 1: Halo density (left panel) and velocity dispersion (right panel) profiles as a function of radius in units of halo scale
radii, x = r/rs. We show NFW (solid lines) and Einasto (dashed lines) models of a Milky Way-like halo with parameters
Mvir ! 1012h!1M", and rs ! kpc [28] as well as the Local Group dwarf galaxy Ursa Minor with !s ! 1.1" 108M" kpc!3, and
rs = 0.6 kpc [29].

distribution function (see § 4 or Ref. [32]). For our pur-
poses, the Maxwellian approximation should be conser-
vative since the kurtosis of the velocity distribution in
the halo models we adopt increases beyond the Gaussian
value at radii x <! 0.1 [see, e.g., 33] and would result
in a further enhancement of the annihilation rate for the
cross section velocity-dependence we consider below. We
expect that the e!ect of velocity anisotropy will be to in-
troduce geometrical factors of order unity into the eval-
uation of Eqn. 4 by altering the form of the distribution
function.

III. SOMMERFELD CROSS SECTION
ENHANCEMENT

As we argue above, if the particle interaction cross sec-
tion has some additional velocity dependence beyond the
standard "!v# ! constant, the kinematical structure of
the DM halo may alter the annihilation rate. In what fol-
lows, we consider the Sommerfeld enhancement of annihi-
lation cross sections as a particular example of a velocity-
dependent annihilation cross section of significant current
interest.

The Sommerfeld [17] enhancement describes the in-
crease in the e!ective cross section owing to an attrac-
tive force between incident particles. Let "(r) denote
the radial wavefunction of the equivalent one-body prob-
lem relative to the center-of-mass. The annihilation rate
should be proportional to |"(r)|2 in a region near the ori-
gin. The Sommerfeld enhancement is an increase in the

annihilation rate when the wavefunction "(r) near the
origin is significantly altered owing to an additional, rel-
atively long-range interaction. Let "0(r) and !0 be the
radial wavefunction and annihilation cross section absent
any new long-range force. Upon introduction of the new
force, the e!ective cross section is shifted to ! = S!0,
where S = |"(r = 0)/"0(r = 0)|2 is the Sommerfeld fac-
tor. The Sommerfeld factor can be calculated from the
attenuation of the solution "(r) using the optical theo-
rem as [13, 20, 22]

S =
|"($)|2

|"(0)|2
. (6)

If we assume s-wave (# = 0) annihilation in the non-
relativistic limit, then the scattering wavefunction is a
solution to the Schrödinger equation in the form,

1

mDM

d2"(r)

dr2
% V (r)"(r) = %mDM

!v

c

"2

"(r), (7)

where mDM is the DM particle mass. If the attractive
force has a finite range, Eq. (7) can be solved numerically
using the boundary condition that far from the origin the
particle is a free wave, and

"(r & $) ' exp
!

i
mDMv

c
r
"

. (8)

Once the solution to "(r) is integrated inward to r & 0,
the velocity-dependent Sommerfeld enhancement can be
evaluated from Eq. (6).

Density Velocity Dispersion

Robertson & ARZ 2009
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Robertson & ARZ 2009

“Anomalous Gradient” in Annihilation Products Due To Velocity Dep.

But  see, Slatyer et al. 2009...
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FIG. 1: The evolution of the annihilation rate of dark mat-
ter particles captured within the sun as a function of time.
The solid lines shows evolution to the steady-state solution of
Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) in the absence of significant dark matter
self interactions. The dashed lines show evolution to the new
equilibrium in a model in which self-interactions are impor-
tant and Cs = 5

!
CcCa. Time is shown in units of the stan-

dard equilibration timescale !eq = 1/
!

CcCa and the squared
number of captured dark matter particles is shown relative to
the standard equilibrium number Nx,eq =

!

Cc/Ca.

the Sun should be proportional to the cross section for
a dark matter particle to scatter o! of a nucleus (!N)
within the Sun and the local density of dark matter ("x),
Cc ! !N"x. A similar process may operate within the
Earth, whereby captured dark matter particles give rise
to high-energy neutrinos from the Earth’s center and this
signal should also grow in proportion to the product !N"x

[5, 6, 13]. Moreover, signals in direct dark matter search
experiments are proportional to this same product as well
[1]. As a consequence, indirect detection of dark matter
through high-energy neutrinos from the Sun and Earth as
well as direct dark matter search experiments may serve
to check each other and corroborate any detections.

If self-capture is not ignored this picture may be al-
tered. In particular, the general solution to Eq. (1) with
Cs " 0 is

Nx,s =
Cc tanh(t/#)

#!1 # Cs tanh(t/#)/2
(5)

where

# =
1

!

CcCa + C2
s /4

. (6)

The steady-state solution at t $ # is

N self
x,eq =

Cs

2Ca
+

"

C2
s

4C2
a

+
Cc

Ca
. (7)

Clearly, Eq. (7) reduces to Eq. (3) in the case that Cs = 0.
Whether or not self-capture of dark matter particles is
important can be discerned by comparing the timescales
C!1

s and 1/
%

CcCa, and I will pursue this comparison
shortly. Consider the case where C2

s $ CcCa. In this cir-
cumstance, N self

x,eq & Cs/Ca. The annihilation rate within
the sun is then

"a =
1

2
Ca(N

self
x,eq)

2 =
1

2
C2

s /Ca. (8)

The annihilation rate grows in inverse proportion to the
rate coe#cient Ca when self-capture is possible. As I
discuss below, the annihilation rate coe#cient is pro-
portional to the annihilation cross section, so models
with relatively low annihilation cross sections are favored
for an indirect neutrino signal from the Sun when self-
capture is not negligible.

Figure 1 shows two examples of the evolution of the
rate of annihilation of dark matter particles captured
within the Sun as a function of time. If self-capture is
not negligible, the evolution of the total number of cap-
tured dark matter particles may come to be dominated
by the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) and
Nx may grow exponentially for some time. This expo-
nential growth is eventually terminated by annihilations,
so the lower the annihilation cross section, the more ex-
ponential growth of Nx is important and the greater the
relative flux of neutrinos from the Sun may be (provided
the Sun is old enough that the equilibrium solution has
been achieved).

III. THE IMPORTANCE OF DARK MATTER

SELF-CAPTURE

I now present a simple estimate of the parameter val-
ues for which dark matter particle self-capture may be a
non-negligible e!ect. I define the ratio Rs = C2

s /CcCa.
Comparing to Eq. (5) and Eq. (7), self-capture will be
negligible when Rs ' 1 and dominant when Rs $ 1.
The task now is to evaluate each of the rate coe#cients
for a set of parameters describing the interactions of the
dark matter particle.

I show in the Appendix that a simple approximation
for the self-capture rate is

CsNx (
#

3

2
nx!xxvesc(R")

vesc(R")

v̄
Nx)$̂x*

erf(%)

%
, (9)

where nx is the local number density of dark matter par-
ticles in the halo, !xx is the dark matter elastic scat-
tering cross section, vesc(R") is the escape speed from
the surface of the Sun, v̄ is the local three-dimensional
velocity dispersion of dark matter particles in the halo,
)$̂x* & 5.1 is a dimensionless average solar potential ex-
perienced by captured dark matter particles within the
Sun, and %2 = 3(v"/v̄)2/2 is the square of a dimension-
less speed of the Sun through the Galactic halo. Relation

Self-Interacting Dark Matter, 

flux ! CS
2/2Ca

"! 1/"(CCCa)

"! 1/CS

Define, RS =CS
2/( CC CA ) 
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Eq. (9) neglects the recoils of the target dark matter par-
ticles; however, I demonstrate in the Appendix that this
is a reasonable approximation when escape speeds are
significant compared to v! and v̄. This condition holds
for capture within the Sun.

The full expressions for capture o! of nuclei are un-
wieldy, so I make an e!ort here to evaluate Rs ap-
proximately. To simplify the evaluation of Rs, I tem-
porarily assume that capture of dark matter by scat-
tering o! of nuclei is never significantly restricted by
the kinematics of the scattering. This is not gener-
ally true. In any individual scattering event dark mat-
ter particles can lose a fraction of their kinetic energy
"E/E ! 4MxMN/(Mx + MN)2, where MN is the mass
of the target nucleus. Capture within the Sun typically
requires "E/E >" 1/5. Therefore, capture can be e#-
cient for dark matter and nucleus masses that di!er by a
factor of as much as " 20. If the mass of the dark matter
particle is su#ciently di!erent from the mass of the nu-
cleus on which it scatters, capture may be kinematically
unfavorable.

Neglecting kinematic limitations to capture on nuclei,
the capture rate o! of a particular nuclear species N is
given by a relation analogous to Eq. (9) with CsNx # Cc,
!xx # !N, Nx # fNM!/MN, and $"̂x% # $"̂N%. The
quantity !N is the scattering cross section of the dark
matter particle o! of the nucleus N , fN is the fraction
of the solar mass in nucleus N , and $"̂N% is the average
dimensionless potential experienced by these nuclei. For
most nuclei within the Sun, $"̂N% & 3.2 [10]. Examining
Eq. (9), the capture rate o! of nuclei in this limit scales
with dark matter mass as Cc ' M"1

x . When Mx (
MN, the kinematic limitation to the capture rate is not
negligible, the maximum fractional kinetic energy lost
per collision is " 4MN/Mx, and the capture rate scales
as Cc ' M"2

x .
Assuming that the dark matter particles equilibrate

with the solar interior rapidly upon capture, the coe#-
cient Ca is likewise simple to estimate. Let #x(r) be the
number density of dark matter particles as a function of
position in the Sun. The annihilation rate coe#cient is
then

Ca =
4$$!Av%

N2
x

! R!

0
#2x(r) r2dr, (10)

and the naive expectation for a non-relativistic thermal

relic dark matter particle is that $!Av% " 10"26 cm3s"1.
Under the assumption of a thermal distribution at an
e!ective solar core temperature T!,c = 1.57 ) 107 K,
the distribution #x(r) ' exp[*Mx"(r)/T!,c], where "(r)
is the gravitational potential as a function of position
within the Sun. Making a further assumption of a con-
stant solar density of %!,c = 150 g/cm3 the integral
is straightforward to evaluate. Conventionally, this has
been represented in terms of e!ective volumes

Ca = $!Av%
V2

V 2
1

(11)

where

Vj = 2.45 ) 1027

"

100GeV

jMx

#3/2

cm3. (12)

The e!ective volumes represent " 10"6 of the total solar
volume, so captured particles extend over only " 1% of
the solar radius, justifying the constant density approxi-
mation [7].

The question arises whether the strong self-interactions
among the dark matter particles should alter the assump-
tion of a thermal distribution. In the relevant parameter
regime (which will be more clearly delineated below) the
increase in the number of captured dark matter particles
relative to the standard scenario is modest (less than a
factor of " 30), yet collisions among dark matter particles
may happen at a rate that is comparable to the rate of
collisions between dark matter particles and nuclei. It is
a relatively simple matter to use the approximate meth-
ods of Ref. [12] to show that particles with Mx

>" 10 GeV
remain localized well within the solar interior and are not
altered by the temperature gradient within the Sun, and
that the rate of energy inflow due to capture is slower
than the rate of thermalization with the solar interior.
Finally, it is also straightforward to show that for masses
<" 1012 GeV (which far exceeds the unitarity bound for
a thermal relic, e.g. [45]), the dark matter density is
never su#ciently large for the dark matter to be self-
gravitating, so the self-interaction does not lead to rapid
collapse via the gravothermal catastrophe (the case of
Mx

>" 1012 GeV is treated in Ref. [46]). Given these con-
siderations, a standard thermal profile is a well-justified
approximation.

With expressions for Cc, Cs, [Eq. (9)] and Ca [Eq. (11)], all of the pieces are now in place to approximate the ratio
Rs = C2

s /CcCa. Making the simplifying assumption that capture occurs primarily o! of a single type of nucleus, this
gives

Rs +
$

3

2

!2
xxvesc(R!)

!N$!Av%
vesc(R!)

v̄

$"̂x%2

$"̂N%
V1

V2

nx MNV1

fNM!

erf(&)

&
. (13)

Evaluating this for the particular case of capture o! of Oxygen (which is the most important individual element for
dark matter capture in the Sun, see Figure 5 in the Appendix and Ref. [10]), taking fN = 10"2 (almost twice the

5

solar Oxygen abundance to account for the simplicity of the current estimate), and keeping relevant aspects of the
dark matter particle model explicit yields,

Rs ! 0.4

!

!xx

10!24 cm2

"2!

10!42 cm2

!N

"!

10!27 cm3s!1

"!Av#

"!

100 GeV

Mx

"5/2

. (14)

The result in Eq. (14) is somewhat startling. Cur-
rent best bounds on the elastic scattering cross section
of dark matter particles o! of each other are assumption-
dependent and approximate, but they indicate that
!xx

<$ 10!23 (Mx/100 GeV) cm2 [19, 30–33]. A slightly
less restrictive bound from an analysis of the bullet clus-
ter is probably the least dependent upon particular as-
sumptions [30]. Eq. (14) indicates that dark matter par-
ticle self-capture within the Sun is not necessarily a neg-
ligible e!ect in acceptable regions of dark matter particle
parameter space. Moreover, Eq. (14) neglects the fact
that dark matter capture o! of nuclei may be kinemat-
ically unfavorable, while self-capture can never be kine-
matically unfavorable because the particles will always
have equal mass.

I note in passing that the relatively low escape speed
from the Earth and miniscule e!ective volumes [Eq. (12)]
for dark matter particles within the Earth render Rs

<$
a few %10!4 for Earth capture. In fact, the situation for
self-capture within the Earth is significantly more bleak.
As I discuss in the Appendix, collisions between halo dark
matter particles and particles already captured within a
body may result in the target dark matter particles being
ejected from the body upon recoil. The net result in this
case is no gain in the number of captured dark matter
particles. Ejection by recoil depends upon the ratio of
the speed of the particles at infinity to the escape speed
from the body. Within the Sun, escape speeds are always
significantly higher than the typical relative speeds of
dark matter particles at infinity and ejection is only a
small correction to the simple solar capture estimate. In
the case of the Earth, escape speeds are more than an
order of magnitude lower than the typical relative speeds
of dark matter particles at inifinity so almost all collisions
within the Earth result in ejection of the target dark
matter particle and no net gain in the number of captured
dark matter particles. As a result, self-capture of dark
matter is always unimportant to the high-energy neutrino
signal from within the Earth.

In the following section, I show results from a more de-
tailed calculation of the importance of dark matter parti-
cle self-capture for high-energy neutrino fluxes observed
at the Earth. I use the formulae from Ref. [10] to compute
the capture rate of dark matter particles from nuclei as
described in the Appendix. These formulae are lengthy
and I do not reproduce them in full here, though I give
an example of the capture rates that I use in Fig. 5. I use
Eq. (A.20) to compute the rate coe"cient for self-capture
of dark matter particles. This relation is derived in the
Appendix and includes the reduction in the capture rate

due to the potential ejection of target dark matter parti-
cles.

The most relevant quantity to compute is the enhance-

ment in the neutrino signal due to self-capture of dark
matter relative to the neutrino flux expected in the stan-
dard calculation. I define the quantity

" &
N2

x,s

N2
x

, (15)

which is the ratio of the high-energy neutrino flux when
self-capture is possible to the high-energy neutrino flux
without the possibility of self-capture. My primary re-
sults are illustrations of the dependence of " on the
parameters !xx, "!Av#, the spin-independent dark mat-
ter particle-proton elastic scatting cross section !SI

p , and
Mx. To evaluate ", I do not assume that the equilib-
rium solutions of Eq. (1) are attained. Rather, I evaluate
Nx(t = #") and Nx,s(t = #") using the general solution
of Eq. (5).

I assume that the cross section for dark matter scat-
tering o! of nuclei other than Hydrogen is given by [1]

!SI
N = !SI

p A2 M2
xM2

N

(Mx + MN)2
(Mx + mproton)2

M2
xm2

proton

, (16)

where A is the atomic mass number and mproton is the
proton mass. Loss of coherence is accounted for in the full
formulae through suppression by an exponential form fac-
tor [10, 11]. In the following examples, I focus primarily
on spin-independent interactions. Spin-dependent cap-
ture of dark matter o! of nuclei occurs only for Hydrogen
within the Sun and is typically down by roughly two or
more orders of magnitude at fixed cross section for high-
mass (Mx

>$ 100 GeV) dark matter particles. This may
be mitigated by the fact that the spin-dependent cross
section for scattering o! of protons is typically $ 1 ' 2
orders of magnitude larger than the spin-independent
cross section in viable regions of the constrained minimal
supersymmetric standard model parameter space [42].
Moreover, direct search experiments typically use large
nuclei with no net spin and exploit the scaling of Eq. (16),
so neutrino telescopes [14–16] a very competitive with di-
rect search bounds on a spin-dependent interaction [47–
50] and should remain so [51]. In § IV, I show estimates
for the spin-independent case as it is more general, in-
cluding capture o! of all nuclei within the Sun, and more
interesting for present purposes in the sense that com-
plementary constraints from direct search experiments
are more competitive with indirect methods for spin-
independent capture. Including spin-dependent capture

12

Combining Eq. (A.7) with Eq. (A.11) yields the cap-
ture rate per shell volume in the Sun,

dC

dV
=

!

n!v2
esc(r)

f(u)

u

"

1 !
u2

v2
esc(r)

(Mx ! m)2

4Mxm

#

du.

(A.12)
Gould has evaluated this expression for the case of a
Maxwell-Boltzmann speed distribution including possi-
ble form-factor suppression of scattering with large nuclei
at high momentum transfer [10, 11]. However, the gen-
eral formulae are rather unwieldy, the integrations are
lengthy but straightforward, and presenting them does
not add significantly to the insight needed for my pur-
poses. As a result, I will not present the general formulae
and will move to a particularly simple special case.

Of particular interest for the present paper is the cap-
ture of dark matter particles in the halo by other dark
matter particles that have already been captured within
the Sun. As a consequence, I will evaluate Eq. (A.12) for
the special case of m = Mx and for capture by the Sun
moving with speed v! = 220 kms"1 through a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution of dark matter particles with dis-
persion v̄ = 270 kms"1. The distribution function can
then be written

f(x) =
2nx"

"
x2e"x2

e"!2 sinh(2x#)

x#
, (A.13)

in terms of the dimensionless variables x2 = 3(u/v̄)2/2
and #2 = 3(v!/v̄)2/2. Integrating over the speed distri-
bution yields

dC

dV
=

$

3

2
nx n!vesc(r)

vesc(r)

v̄

erf(#)

#
. (A.14)

The total capture rate now requires integrating over
the volume of the Sun. This gives

C =

$

3

2
nx!vesc(R!)

vesc(R!)

v̄

erf(#)

#

#
! R!

0
4"r2n

v2
esc(r)

v2
esc(R!)

dr. (A.15)

The last integral can be re-written conveniently by defin-
ing a dimensionless potential $̂ = v2

esc(r)/v2
esc(R!), in

which case the last integral is the product of the total
number of targets N and the average of $̂ over all tar-
gets within the Sun,

C =

$

3

2
nx!vesc(R!)

vesc(R!)

v̄
N$$̂%

erf(#)

#
. (A.16)

The numerical factor of
%

3/2 in Eq. (A.16) di!ers from

the factor
%

6/" given in Refs. [10–12] because Gould
defined the error function erf(x) with an unconventional
normalization.

I have assumed that Mx = m to derive Eq. (A.16).
However, so long as the mass of the target and and pro-
jectile are not very mismatched, scattering will be likely

to lead to capture and Eq. (A.16) will be a relatively good
approximation for the capture rate. In the case of cap-
ture by scattering o! of nuclei, the relevant cross section
is the elastic scattering cross section o! of the nucleus of
interest ! = !N and N is the number of such nuclei in
the Sun. The total capture rate due to scattering o! of
all nuclei is the sum of the individual rates for all of the
di!erent nuclear species within the Sun.

For dark matter self-capture, the relevant cross sec-
tion is the elastic scattering cross section of dark matter
particles with themselves ! = !xx and N = Nx is the
number of dark matter particles already captured within
the Sun. Therefore, the dark matter self-capture rate co-
e"cient referred to in the main text can be approximated
as

Cs =

$

3

2
nx!xxvesc(R!)

vesc(R!)

v̄
$$̂x%

erf(#)

#
. (A.17)

As discussed in the text, captured dark matter particles
typically occupy a very small range of radii within the
Sun (typically confined to only a few percent of R!), in
which case $$̂x% & 5.1 [10].

In the case of dark matter particle self-capture, there
is one additional complication that must be accounted
for that is not relevant for capture o! of nuclei. The
Sun is optically-thin to the propagation of dark matter
particles, so a target dark matter particle that receives
too much kinetic energy relative to the solar core will be
ejected resulting in no net gain of dark matter particles.
Therefore, not only must the collision result in an energy
exchange of #E/E ' u2/w2, but it must be limited to
#E/E ( v2

esc(r)/w2. This modifies the capture proba-
bility per collision (again, taking m = Mx) to

pcap =

&

v2
esc(r) ! u2

w2

'

$(vesc(r) ! u) (A.18)

and the capture rate to

%(w) =
n!

w
(v2

esc(r) ! u2). (A.19)

When vesc(r) ) u, this modification is relatively minor.
This is because in this situation, the incoming dark mat-
ter particle must only lose a small fraction of its total
energy to be captured and does not necessarily impart
enough energy to escape on the target dark matter parti-
cle. This is generally the case for the Sun, because escape
from the solar interior requires speeds at least two times
larger than the typical speed at infinity of a dark matter
particle. However, the escape speed from the Earth is
significantly smaller than the typical speeds of dark mat-
ter particles, so collisions within the Earth that lead to
capture of the infalling particle will almost always lead
to ejection of the target. In fact, most interactions of
this kind will lead to both infalling particle and target
being unbound from the Earth. An interesting question
is to ask whether self-interactions may scour the Earth of

Capture Rates:
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Relative Flux From 

Self-Captured DM

"!Av# = 10-27 cm3s-1

Blennow et al. 2008

Zentner 2009
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Can Halo 
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v! ! 220 km/s
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High-Energy Neutrinos 

And Substructure

• The Sun encounters a 

subhalo of mass m 

every tenc ! 106 (M!/

m)0.3 yr.

• The Sun’s orbital 

period is torb ! 

2.3#108 yr

• The Sun’s age is 

t!!5#109 yr

v! ! 220 km/s
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Halo SUB-Structure

Koushiappas, ARZ, Kravtsov in prep, 2009(?)
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To Summarize...

1. Dark Matter kinematics can be important in any 

model where " #Av # depends upon velocity

2. A “self-scattering” dark matter particle may have a 

signature in high-energy neutrinos from the Sun

3. Halo substructure is important for annihilation 

products in the halo & possibly from within the 

Sun!
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